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IFALPA Dismayed by
Tuninter sentences
Auckland 25 March: The delegates to the 64th Conference of the International Federation of Air Line Pilots’

Associations (IFALPA) unanimously voiced their dismay when informed that once again the compulsion to apportion

blame has outweighed the greater need to improve the safety of air transport. In Palermo yesterday sentences, totaling

62 years, were handed down against the flight crew and management of Tuninter in connection with the August 2005

ditching of an ATR72 off the coast of Sicily. 

The technical investigation into the circumstances leading to the crash revealed that it happened because an incorrect

fuel gauge sensor was fitted to the aircraft which, in turn, lead to a double engine failure due to fuel exhaustion. The

flight crew reacted to the loss of power in a textbook fashion and completed a successful ditching at sea. Under the

internationally accepted approach to accident investigation such circumstances would not be grounds for a criminal

prosecution. 

IFALPA strongly believes that this prosecution was totally unwarranted given the facts of the accident and furthermore

once again calls into question its commitment to the improvement of air safety. Italy has been criticized in the past for

its stance on accident related  prosecutions and this case provides another example of this policy.

IFALPA calls on the Italian Government to act now to amend the laws which continue to have a detrimental effect on

air safety and in doing so improve the safety of the travelling public.
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